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I:Vision for Space Exploration
THE FUNDAM.ENTAL GOAL OF THIS VISION IS TO ADVANCE u.S.
SCIENTIFIC, SECURITY, AND ECONOMIC INTEREST THROUGH A ROBUST
SPACE EXPLORATION PROGRAM
Implement a sustained and affordable human and
robotic program to explore the solar system and
beyond
Extend human presence across the solar system,
starting with a human return to the Moon by the year
2020, in preparation for human exploration of Mars
and other destinations;
Develop the innovative technoloqies, knowledqe, and
infrastructures both to explore and to support decisions
about the destinations for human exploration; and
Promote international and commercial participation in








Why Supply Chain & NASA? Why now?
. A powerful end-to-end perspective and practice very
applicable to NASAneeds for developing Exploration
Supply Chains that are flexible, responsive, and
sustainable.
0 Where the money is- not in the direct, but rather in the in-
direct
0 Possible now, advances in handling knowledge and
simulation methods
0 Forunderstanding effects of new product technology
0 Enterprise / Program Macro-level view, from requirement to
launch and beyond
0 Operations viewed as timely material and information flows,
from supplier through to customer
0 Life-cycle focused
.
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I Introduction. . .
Current State, Future State?
. NASACurrent, Simulation Tools
0 Operations and analysis tools, a portion of the Supply
Chain
Q Shuttle and future systems operation simulations.
. NASA Future, Supply Chain Simulation
0 Generic, developed and verified based on
experience and current systems, but flexible so as to
support Exploration Supply Chain design decisions






Space Exploration Supply Chain
We define an Exploration Supply Chain as:
The integration of NASAcenters, facilities, third party
enterprises, orbital entities,.space locations, and
space carriers that network/partner together to plan,
execute, and enable an Exploration mission that will
deliver an Exploration product (crew, supplies, .data,
information, knowledge, physical samples) and to
provide the after delivery support, services, and
returns that may be requested by the customer.
.
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I Project Overview & Background
. Historically, processes and systems focused on the direct
operations portion of the activity, neglecting the less visible
enabling and supporting processes across the Supply Chain
and logistics networks








Historical focus of Modeling capability:
We can design, model
and simulate visibl
activity
~~:S~f~~t~~~,is~ Product e . AnalysisInformation, Servicesand Finances
~90%
II Supply Chain modeling & analysis capability is required to
understand and control the impacts of the end-to-end Supply
Chain design on responsivness, life cycle costs, flexibility,
reliability, asset management efficiency and safety.
.
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: Features of Space Exploration Supply
Chain
. The traditional features are given, in some scenarios at extreme
levels
. The "Largest" Supply Chain known to Mankind




. long lead times
. Mixed models: ETO, MTO, & MTS
. Supply Chain elements has different roles in different phases
. The transportation system is ETO/MTO
. The payload is very small percent
n Different deliveries at different phases
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0 A thorough understanding of Exploration/Space
Transportation Supply Chain.
0 A structured and explicit definition of the Supply Chain,
from different views, e.g. SCaR process, information,
material.
0 A coherent integration of the different views defined,
interactions, and interdependencies in an Ontology
0 A sharing mechanism for the-integrated definition.
0 A methodology to model and ana1yze the dynamic and
stochastic nature of the Supply Chain and its elements.
[:I Defining and using Supply Chain Key Performance
Indicators and Figures of Merit
0 An end-to-end Supply Chain simulation capability.
[:I A flexible report generation system.
0 A methodology to optimize the Supply Chain.
.
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II Benefits for Space Exploration
. A unique capability that willenable operations
analysts and decision makers to understand,
estimate, and make informed decisions about
the Supply Chain for Exploration and Space
Transportation Systems early in the decision
making.
. Quantifiable and sustainable improvements in
NASAoperations, NASASupply Chain and
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I Key Performance Indicators & FiLegend
of Merit
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Safety & Mission Success
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. Fora certain Space Transportation System
design or operating scenario, the output
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. Capability to analyze different,
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0 New designs &
architectures
0 New practices
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The Ontology
0
A populated Supply Chain Ontolo9Y for NASASpace
Transportation Systems for Exploration
Core: Processes - SCOR+
Middle: Information, Materials, etc.
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I ~ :SYSTEM-CLASST . MyNASAI
~. OnEerth
~ . In Spoco
~ 'MyNASAx (hidden)
~ . NASA_SupplyCholns
~ . NASA SupplyCholn_Mstorlels
~ .. NASAFunctions
~ . NASA Proce..es
~ . NASA SUpplyCh.i,,_Object.
~ . NASA SupplyChoInj1lormolion
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0 Define a Supply Chain on a
geographic and Space.:.time
map.
0 Automatically generate the
process flow of the end- to-end
Space Exploration Supply
Chain
0 Automatically generates the
Key Performance Indicators
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0 Simulation templates consistent
with SCOR - Source, Make, Deliver.
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Thank You
Contact us for more infonnation
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NASA - Kennedy Space Center
Edgar Zapata
(321) 867-6234
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